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It’s not the AI that needs 
to be responsible.



People want to make AI they 
can be friends with, fall in 
love with, will their fortunes 
to – “equals” over which we 
have complete dominion.

This is (arguably) both sick 
and dangerous.
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MIT 1993-1994

Phil Kime
(2011)

• “Unethical to unplug Cog” – passing PhD students. 
‘Brain’ didn’t work (wasn’t earthed), seldom on. 
Other working but insect-shaped robots disregarded.

• “I got called conservative for saying robots might not 
take over.”  – Rod Brooks (1994)



1993

Phil Kime
(2011)

• “Just Another Artifact:  Ethics 
and the Empirical Experience of 
AI”, Fifteenth International 
Congress on Cybernetics, pp. 
385–390, Namur, 1998.

• “Just an Artifact:  Why Machines 
are Perceived as Moral Agents”, 
IJCAI 2011, Barcelona, Spain, pp. 
1641–1646.

Bryson & Kime



1993

Phil Kime
(2011)

Bryson & Kime (1998)

“We believe exaggerated fears of, and hopes for,  
AI are symptomatic of a larger problem – a 
general confusion about the nature of humanity 
and the role of ethics in society.
…
Our thesis is that these [exaggerated fears] are 
false concerns, which can distract us from the 
real dangers of AI technologies.  The real 
dangers are no different from those of other 
artifacts…the potential for misuse, either 
through carelessness or malevolence, by the 
people who control them.”

cf. Brundage &al. 2018 “The Malicious Use of AI”



AI Trained on Human Language 
Replicates Implicit Biases

2015 US labor statistics 
ρ = 0.90

Caliskan, Bryson &  Narayanan 
(Science, April 2017)



Basic Definitions

• Bias:  expectations derived from experience 
regularities in the world.

• Stereotype:  biases based on regularities we 
do not wish to persist.

• Prejudice:  acting on stereotypes.

Caliskan, Bryson & Narayanan 2017



Example

• Bias:  expectations derived from experienced 
regularities.  Knowing what programmer means, including 
that most are male.

• Stereotype:  biases based on regularities we do not wish 
to persist. Knowing that most programmers are male.

• Prejudice:  acting on stereotypes. Hiring only male 
programmers.

Caliskan, Bryson & Narayanan 2017



• Absorbed automatically by ML from ordinary culture.

• Introduced through ignorance by insufficiently diverse 
development teams.

• Introduced deliberately as a part of the development 
process (planning or implementation.)

At Least Three Sources of AI Bias

20th 
Anniversary



How to deal with them

• Automatic – compensate with design, architecture.

• Ignorant – diversify, test, iterate, improve.

• Deliberate – audits, regulation.



ICT Systems Are Designed, 
and Have Architecture

• Architects learn laws, policy, and how to work with 
governments & legislatures at university…

• because society decided collapsing buildings were 
unacceptable, and city alterations affect everyone.

• ICT systems are now falling on people and affecting 
everyone.  Field needs to mature, as architecture did.

• Rate of successful, sustainable innovation is what 
matters, not just speed to market.



Polarization and the Top 1%

r = .67

Polarization lagged 12 years r = .91
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Figure 1.2: Top One Percent Income Share and House Polarization

Voorheis, McCarty & Shor State Income Inequality and Political Polarization

We’ve Been Here Before
• Late 19C inequality perhaps driven 

by then-new distance-reducing 
technologies: news, oil, rail, telegraph.

• Great coupling – wages track 
productivity – probably due to policy.  
Social spending, blocked wealth 
extraction?

• Required elite to realise that 
uncertainty and violence of high 
inequality is too costly for them too.

• Empirically, ideal gini coefficient is 
around .23 – do reward innovation.

inequality



Regulating AI 
• Do not reward corporations by capping liabilities when they 

fully automate business processes – Legal lacuna of synthetic 
persons (Bryson, Diamantis & Grant 2017.)

• Do not motivate obfuscation of systems by reducing liabilities 
for badly-tested or poorly-monitored learning, or special status 
for systems with ill-defined properties, such as  ‘consciousness’.

• Clear code is safer and can be more easily maintained, but 
messy code is cheaper to produce (in the short run.)

• Regulation should motivate clarity (transparency) by requiring 
proof of due diligence.



If we legislate and 
adjudicate for accountability, 

transparency will follow.



Wortham, Theodorous, & 
Bryson, RO-MAN 2017

video at 5x
Transparency for developers via 

real time visualised priorities 

Transparency Research 
at University of Bath

New research project
(funded by 2017 AXA award)

Wortham 
PhD

Anthropomorphising may 
reduce transparency.



What about the robots?

We are obliged to build AI 
we are not obliged to.

We will never build 
something from 
chips and wires that 
shares our visceral 
experience as much 
as cows do. What about the 

cows?

Bryson, 2007



EPSRC 2010 
Principles of Robotics
• The first three revise Asimov’s Laws to 

communicate:

• Artefacts aren’t persons.

• Manufacturers have standard 
responsibilities for artefacts.

• The fourth and fifth are about the rights and 
responsibilities of consumers.



UK Principles of Robotics (2011) 
1. Robots are multi-use tools. Robots should not be designed solely or 

primarily to kill or harm humans, except in the interests of national 
security.

2. Humans, not robots, are responsible agents. Robots should be designed 
& operated as far as is practicable to comply with existing laws & 
fundamental rights & freedoms, including privacy.

3. Robots are products. They should be designed using processes which 
assure their safety and security.

4. Robots are manufactured artefacts. They should not be designed in a 
deceptive way to exploit vulnerable users; instead their machine nature 
should be transparent.

5. The person with legal responsibility for a robot should be attributed.  
[like automobile titles] Bryson, Connection Science 2017



AI Is Changing Us
• Blurring distinction between customer and employee – 

citizens of corporations.

• “Free” services are information bartering – 
undenominated transactions avoiding revenue.

• Reducing (not eliminating) costs and advantages of 
geographic location, increasing inequality and 
transnational interdependence.

• Altering governance – makes stabilisation of policy 
through obscuring difficult or impossible.



Summary

• Safety and Security of AI

• Accountability

• Social and Economic Stability

• Human Dignity and Flourishing

• Safety and Security for AI

Thank You


